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Quests

Main Quests
============
In order to progress through the main quests youmust complete the previous main quest and sometimes
also another side objective (i.e. in order to take the patrol blessing road quest youmust have completed
the kill rats quest and also be level 2). The Quest tab in the menu will give you a brief overview of what to
do if you are stuck.

Capital
1 Star:

● Intro Kill Rats - (Kill 5 rats in the Sewer, enter the Sewer by going South once from the City
Center and then talking to the guard down the stairs to the right), this will unlock the ability to
take side-quests.

● Patrol Blessing Road - (You need to be level 2 to accept this quest) (Exit the city by going South
twice from the City Center, talk to the guard at the patrol site, go East twice, then North once)

● Strange Noises From The Sewer - (Talk to the sewage treatment worker, then go to the Jail Room
in the Sewer to gain access to the Hobo Camp. Kill ‘Unknown’ [No H-scene for losing], talk to
hobo outside the boss room, report to the Guild Receptionist, talk to the injured adventurer
located up the stairs behind and to the left of the Priest in the Church)

● Secret Investigation - (Talk to Adam [from Patrol Blessing Road Quest] in the top right of the
University (go east from the Town Center and choose the top option), exit the City to the world
map and then go to the cli�s o� to the left, check all the exclamationmarks, then go to the world
map again and go north one space, defeat the bandits [No H-scene for losing], go back to Adam
in the University)

● Strange Noises From The Sewer Part 2 - (After completing the previous quest a nun will
approach you and tell you the wounded adventurer is ready, go back up the stairs in the Church
and talk to him again, explore cave, kill Unknown, exit cave, kill Unknown Type B, report back to
the Guild, take control of a ‘high ranking adventurer party’ and explore a portion of the sewers)

● Exam For Two Star Adventurers - After completing the previous quest speak with the Guild
Receptionist, Go to the Port Town on the East of the World Map, Talk to Leon to progress the
main quest, once you reach the island go through the paths marked by red, then blue, then purple
flowers. Fall down the hole and proceed through the path towards the bottom right and flip the
yellow lever, defeat the golem enemy in the upper path by using magic scrolls or spells, use a
perception potion if you have one because there are pitfall traps everywhere. Run away from the
knight, if you are caught it is an unavoidable death and you get sent back to the room after the
golem to try again, you have to fake him out a couple times and run back the way you came on
some intersections and he sometimes teleports ahead of you so be careful. After some dialogue
you will have completed the quest and you can go back to the Adventurer's Guild and turn it in.



2 Star:

● Orc Pig Subjugation - After completing the Promotion Exam you now have access to two star
quests, you can receive this quest from the two star section of the quest board in the Adventurer's
Guild. To begin, leave the City and go to the Forest Of TheWitch (south-east of Village), travel to
the bottom of the area and speak to the adventurer, then go into the cave, you will find your
target in the Northeast of the cave.

● Security Verification - After accepting the quest speak with the Guild Receptionist, then go to the
building in the SouthEast of the World map, after killing the creature in the storehouse and
spending the night you will encounter an enemy on the way back, you don’t need to kill him so
just survive a couple turns.

● Daddy Long Legs - After accepting the quest speak with the Guild Receptionist, then go back to
the Orphanage from the previous quest, you have to win 4 consecutive battles and the enemies
are quite tough, I recommend just equipping the cheat sword.

● Dirty Hunters - Head down to the second floor of the sewers then go to the northwest corner of
the map, there will be a ladder behind a closed door, going down the ladder will let you reach the
third floor. After talking to the gnoll protecting the doorway go back up to the second floor and go
to the southeast corner of the map to find Lostio the hobo and barter with him to get a
recommendation letter, this can be done with money, force, or the Priestess depending on
Lust/Love. Return to the gnoll to gain entry to the gnoll camp then question the gnoll dealer on
the drug, after the dialogue flee to the north west. Briefly switch to Leon then Iris POV.
Afterwards push the blue button on the east path of the starting location and the yellow button in
the south of the map before going to the ladder in the northwest of the incinerator floor to finish
the quest.

3 Star:

● Titan Step - After completing the “Dirty Hunters” quest talk to the guild receptionist to begin.
Go to the south forest in the world map, travel to the south to exit the forest, then travel to the
southwest to enter the Titan’s Step town. Enter the Adventurer’s Guild in the northeast of the
town and talk to the receptionist, then travel to the Hospital Knight’s Camp in the far south of the
World Map. After speaking to the Hospitalar in front of the northern tent return to the Titan’s
Step Adventurer’s Guild.

● Poison Pink - Go to the Slums in Titan’s Step to gather information that it’s the Gnolls that
distribute it. Go to the ruins south of Titan’s Step to retrieve a sample, go to the Adventurer’s
Guild in the capital to report on it. That will give you castle entry permits. Go to the castle. Meet
The Voice. After that, deliver Poison Pink to The Eye (you’ll need to go to the Slums, west of the
red district). After the talk with her, there will be a tough fight with 3 Unknowns and a Demon.



Side Quests
============
Capital
1 Star:

● Exterminate Giant Rats - (Kill 10 rats in the Sewer, Repeatable)

● Concerns About Growing Spider Webs - (Collect 10 webs by interacting with cobwebs on walls in
the Sewer, creates 10 fatigue per web gathered, Repeatable)

● Please Help FindMy Ring - (Talk to the lady near the City Exit, the ring is in the Slime Pit)

● Whose Pantyhose Are These?- (Talk to the man next to the Church, talk to the Potion Maker to
complete the quest. This will unlock the Sex Shop in the red district)

2 Star:

● Kill Wolves - (Kill ? wolves in the Forest?, Repeatable)

● Aiming For a Great Witch - After accepting the quest go to the top left room in the Bar… (To
succeed in this quest, you have to give the witch the necklace that reduces all ero stats to 0. Buy it
at the adult store, it is the item namedエロwith a 0 in it. Not giving the witch this necklace will
cause a di�erent outcome at the end of the quest.) (note: if your alignment is high enough to be
lawful, you can tell her that her master is tricking her and she will actually leave her master. as of
now, there is no further interaction or perceivable consequence from doing so but should be
noted for future update if TechnoBlade decide to expand upon the quest)

Village close to trading route (Obtain Quests by looking at the quest board in the Inn in the Village)
1 Star:

● Exterminate Goblins - (Kill 10 goblins in the Nearby Cave, Repeatable)

● HelpWithMilking at the Ranch- (Stroll around the Village, talk to the man next to the cows)

● Sachiko’s Milk - (Obtainable after completing the ‘Help With Milking at the Ranch’ quest, Stroll
around the Village and talk to the man next to the cows, you can complete the quest in two ways,
the first is to use 200g to purchase the potion at the Potion Shop, the second way is to use
alchemy to create the potion at the Potion Shop, if you want to use the second way talk to the man
in front of the cows again and buy a bottle of milk, next go back to the city and buy an empty
bottle from the Potion Maker, fill the potion up with slime by interacting with the clover icon in
the Slime Pit in the Sewer, finally buy any remaining ingredients youmay need from the Potion
Maker and craft your potion.

● V0.30Milk Quest - Accessible after completing the previous twoMilk quests and starting the 2
star Promotion Exam (New bad ending if you choose 2nd choice in all the dialogue options in this
quest)



Character Quests
============

Yarizo

● To get Yarizo in your party you need to have saved him the first time you visited the port town,
this is done by successfully fighting o� the people harassing him or paying o� Yarizo's debt. Next
you need to complete the ‘Exam For Two Star Adventurers’ quest. Now you should find Yarizo
standing around in the Guild, speak to him to get him to join your party.

○ Since the dialogue is currently untranslated these are the choices you need to make.
Choose bottom dialogue then top dialogue when given a choice.

● Nowwhenever you leave the town by the entrance or by carriage/boat you should have an option
to take Yarizo with you. Fromwhat I can tell most of the scenes from the Dungeon Test have been
carried over to the main game so look in that section of the Walkthrough to see how to get those
scenes. The two new scenes with Yarizo can be seen by taking a carriage out of the town and by
sleeping in an Inn at the Port Town or the Village close to the trading route. After seeing the
scenes once you are given an option to skip them. These events also give Yarizo relationship and
are currently necessary to view some of the more advanced camp scenes since there is no way to
raise that variable in game by cheating like in the Dungeon Test (outside of save editing
obviously). As far as I can tell there is no way to start the Bar event with Yarizo currently (unless
you need a high Yarizo relationship stat?).

Potion Maker
Most of these events are pretty straightforward and simply require you to talk with the Potion Maker as
Solo Male Protagonist and then just follow along with the dialogue to know what to do. Additionally you
may need to increase her relationship points(RP) and raise her bond level. To raise her RP youmay give
her gifts purchased from shops, or do her quests (see below), alternatively you can use the Cheat God
Item in order to raise her RP to the maximum allowed at your current bond level. Once you have reached
the max amount of RP for the current bond level you should be able to initiate a bond level event which
will raise your bond to the next level and thus unlock more events and reset your RP.
Gifts e�ects:

● Stu�ed doll: 0 RP
● Bouquet: 1 RP
● Perfume: 0 RP
● Cosmetic: 0 RP
● Designers Bag: 0 RP
● Expensive Accessory: 0RP
● Magical Dildo: -1RP

Quests:
● “Materials for Alchemy” - 2RP - collect 10 red flowers and 5 spider webs. You can find red

flowers outside the city, in the “Road to the Royal Capital”, east of the Village and in the two
Forest locations south and south east of the Village. A good place to farm them is in the
south-east forest, at the bottom left corner of the map there’s an exit to a camping area and a
flower nearby, allowing easy collection (as the flowers reset every time you reload a map). Spider
webs are found in the city sewers. Good place to farm them is in the water treatment facility



(after going level down, go right, past the green-haired NPC), the web there doesn’t despawn
after collection.

Relationship events:
● To start the relationship quests you have to visit the Guild first.
● PotionMaker scene 1 - While solo Male Protagonist talk to the Potion Maker, collect the two red

flowers sitting around then talk to the Potion Maker, have the Potion Maker collect the flower on
top of the hill to see up her skirt, this will increase relationship level to 1.

● Relationship level 1
○ “Help with ingredients for alchemy” - just a scene where she’s mixing the ingredients

with her feet. If you ask her for used stockings she’ll give them to you.
○ “Need some certain mushrooms” [sic] - answer “OK” to go with PM to a cave. She will

take o� her shoes (two images), after you can decide to cum inside her shoes, she won’t
mind that.

○ “Books” - at this point you’ll need to increase the relationship points before you’ll be
able to continue (see above how to do it). You’ll accompany her to the University. Say
nothing to have an extended scene where you look up her skirt. Passing a Cum Endurance
check has no e�ect.

○ “I’d like you to buy something” - She’ll ask you to buy 10 ice-creams. Say you don’t need
a new one for her to give you a half-eaten one.

○ “A place to relax” - she will take you on a boat. Upskirt picture with bare feet. This will
increase the relationship level to 2. The choices only have e�ect on protagonist stats.

● Relationship level 2
○ “Chillax” - Pick up her stockings, bury your face in them, and cum to bukkake her feet.
○ “Gather slime” - You’ll go with her to the water treatment facility. She’ll be attacked by

the anal licking slime, watch her fall victim to it for a cumming scene. After that it turns
out it was all in the protagonist's head.

○ “Tavern” - Ask her if you can go with her, that will show a scene with her feet on the
table. Choices in the bar don’t matter.

○ “Pike and Shield” - protagonist suggests tickling PM’s feet. She agrees. During tickling
she falls asleep, feel free to play with her body, but don’t insert the penis (“I wanna have
sex”), that’s an automatic bad end.

○ “Thank you” - She takes you to an abandoned basement. Rummaging there, she
activates a poison trap that melts her shoes. Suggest to suck the poison out for a
foot-licking scene. This will increase the relationship level to 3.

● Relationship level 3
○ “Library 2” - simple scene where she falls asleep on protagonist’s shoulder.
○ “What’s up?” - scene where two kids are harassing her, making her show bare breasts,

choice doesn’t matter
○ “Let’s go” - a scene where you see a couple kissing and discuss the situation, no

graphics.
○ “Beach” - to go to the beach you first have to visit the Beach location with Kohaku. Go to

the far right location on the world map (it will become unlocked with the Exam for 2-star
adventurers quest). It features a pseudo-blowjob scene, where Potion Maker licks an ice
creamwhile squatting before the protagonist.

○ “Thematerial of creature” - Potion Maker will milk the cum out of the protagonist. This
will increase the relationship level to 4.

● Relationship level 4



○ With level 4 you can visit the Potion Maker during the night. You can visit the casino for a
footjob scene in a bunny girl costume or the bath, for a peep-hole view of PM bathing.

○ In the 2nd street (to the East), during the day, you can have PMworking at a maid cafe
(triggers a face stomping scene in costume), gains 5 friendly points

○ While sleeping at an inn with Potion Maker in the party, the protagonist will wake up
during the night, go to the adjacent room for a footjob scene with the sleeping PM. Pass a
Cum Endurance test to extend the scene a bit.

○ The relationship events won’t be available past this point until you start the “Titan Step”
quest.

○ “An Alchemist” - Talk with the Potion Maker, after a brief exchange she will be available
as a choice for traveling together.

○ “How do you feel about me?” - Talking, kissing scene. If you admit to Kohaku that you’re
cheating, that’s an automatic bad end.

○ “Stamping” - Footjob scene
○ “It’s like an ice-cream” - Blowjob scene
○ “May I…” - Pissing in PM’s mouth
○ “Hot” - Cunnilingus, pass a Sex Technique test for a PM’s cumming image
○ “SEX?” - Anal sex scene.
○ “My life is yours 1” - Choking hero with tights
○ “My life is yours 2” - Facesitting
○ Go to Titan’s Step with Potion Maker in the party. Go solo in Titan’s Step during the day.

Go to the Inn to pick up the PM (she’s by the bar). Go to the Alchemist guild (building in
the south-west of the city) and talk with the NPC by the stairs. PMwill leave your party at
this point. Go back to the capital to visit her. This will enable the “Alchemy” quest

○ “Alchemy” -missionary sex scene. This will increase the relationship level to 5.
● Relationship level 5

○ When in Titan’s Step, center plaza during day, for 100SC you can take a picture with the
PM to gain 3 friendly points (repeatable)

○ “Thigh job” - Thigh job with exhibitionism
○ “Blowjob while reading a book” - Exactly what’s on the cover
○ “CumMug” - Drinking cum from a large mug (can include drinking piss if you select the

top option after cum drinking)
○ “Masturbate” - Select top option twice to see PMmasturbate, then have missionary sex

with the protagonist.
○ “Armpit”

Follower Acquisition:
● Complete the Main Story Quests until the option of having a follower is available, this is after the

Security Verification quest.
● Complete the event where you first see Yarizo after entering the Port Town for the first time.
● Complete all Potion Maker events and increase her bond level as far as you can, level 4.
● Speak with her as solo Male Protagonist and recruit her as a follower (“An Alchemist”

relationship quest).



Succubus
● Go to the Brothel as solo Male Protagonist, talk to the fat man in the lower left of the dancing

stage, then go to the bathroom in the top left of the room. Now go top right and speak to the man
at the desk (where you can hire prostitutes). He’ll tell you that the succubus is booked for 6
months.

● Visit the Low Tra�c Street at night. You’ll find Succubus attacked by the fat man. Defend her.
● Go to the brothel next night, talk to the man in the top right room. This will trigger a handjob &

rimming scene.
● Visit Abbey during the day, interact with the quest marker under the tree. After a scene where she

looks at kids (select top options both times, first asking if she wants to kidnap them, then that
you were joking), she invites you for a drink. After getting wasted in the bar (first option
increases alignment, second decreases) you both go to her home, to drink more. Irrespective if
you tell her you love her or not, it will trigger a blowjob scene.

● Go to the Abbey during the day again and interact with the quest marker. This will trigger a scene
where she’s talking with a boy. She’ll ask you for help on her next day o�.

● Go to Succubus' home during the day (it will be a new option for going east of city center), this
will trigger a cowgirl scene.

● Go to the Abbey during the day again, activate the quest marker, this will trigger a scene where
the Nun scolds the Succubus.

● Go to the Brothel, interact with the man in the top right room again. Go to her home at night. This
will trigger another cowgirl scene.

● Visit the Abbey during the day, talk with the Nun, this will trigger a combined Charisma +
Intelligence check.

● Go to the Brother at night, interact with the quest Event marker. Afterwards, go to her home at
night for another cowgirl sex scene.

● Go to the Brothel and talk to her when she’s standing next to the stage. This will trigger a scene
where she asks you if she should become a nun. If you answer yes, you’ll be able to find her at the
Abbey during the day.

Bath Lady
● Bath Lady scene - During the night enter the Bath as Male Protagonist and talk to the Bath Lady,

you need 100g to purchase her services, upon winning a dice roll for cum endurance there is an
extended scene and afterwards a small event in the city center will appear



Events

Vanilla/Male Protagonist
Higher levels of Cum Endurance and/or Erotic Technique may lead to extended/altered content in certain
scenes based on your dice rolls during sexual activities.
============

● Intro sex scene with Priestess
● Flirt Menu - Press the ‘A’ key and then select the ‘Flirt’ option, there are a large variety of events
● Gloryhole (as solo Male Protagonist talk to the cat person in the west of the Red Light District,

needs 30g)
● Twerking - Enter Inn roomwith 50+ Excitement Value
● Sitting Blowjob - Go to bed with a high Excitement Value, scene upon waking up
● Standing Doggystyle - Go to bed with Excitement Value above 50 and below 100
● Reverse Rape - Go to bed with Excitement Value at 100, wake up as Priestess the interact with the

sleeping male Protagonist
● Beach NPC sex - As solo Male Protagonist interact with the female dark elf NPC in the bottom left

of the beach, Dialogue option 1 will lead to a strength check, winning will lead to a sex scene,
dialogue option 2 and then 3 will lead to an erotic technique check and then a sex scene. Needs
level 3+ ero skill, after the Male Protagonist cums there will be a cum endurance+erotic technique
check that will lead to impregnation if successful, this does not seem to do anything outside of
the cross section view yet however.

● Bar Blowjob/Fuck -While together with the Priestess eat any meal at the bar at night, the fuck
option requires lust 150+

● Bunnygirl NPC - As solo Male Protagonist go to the Casino and you can receive a blowjob and
have sex with the bunnygirl closest to the slot machines if you give her 50 tickets (I believe you
need to have high enough sexual endurance to last through the blowjob and then you can proceed
to sex)

● Request to Cuckold MyWife - Based around the Male Protagonist sleeping with an NPC’s wife, if I
understand correctly the event varies based on your sexual stats (endurance/technique)

Sexual Harassment
============
As solo Priestess, walk around and interact with people/places that have (...) or (♥) above them. There are
di�erent events during the day and night.
There are scenes in:

● The Red Light District
● The City Center
● The Pub
● The Low Tra�c Street
● The University
● The Sewer (Lunatics will sometimes grope the Priestess or bukkake her ass instead of initiating

combat, these lunatics seem tomove slower than the ones that initiate combat but do not appear
to look di�erent)

Hidden/Notable Events
● Walk over the northmost sewer grate during the day time in the City Center
● As solo Priestess, eat a meal in the Pub during the day



Netorare
============

● NPC Sex - during the day go to the Bar or outside the Inn as solo Priestess and interact with an
NPC with a heart over their head, needs Lust>150 and Lust>Love

● NPC sex in your Inn room - As solo Priestess interact with one of the NPCs listed above and
choose to take them back to your Inn room, requires Lust=200 and Love<100

● Prison Release - As solo Male Protagonist break into the room adjacent to yours in the Inn during
the night, then interact with sleeping female NPC and have sex with her, failing a couple of dice
rolls will then land you in Prison, pass time on the bed for a couple of days, while failing faith
rolls, and then the Priestess will come and ‘negotiate’ your release, requires Lust>Love and
Lust>150, this scene only contains dialogue and pixel sex

● Beach Pickup - Two guys pick up the Priestess on the beach, requires Lust>Love and Lust>150,
talk to the two guys on the beach as solo Priestess

● Beach Sand Bed - At the beach rest under the palm tree while the Priestess is wearing the bikini,
choose to play with the kids, failing the dice roll will lead to an event

● Yarizo Slime -With Yarizo in your party have the Priestess get caught by a trap in the Slime Pit
located in the Sewers

● Yarizo Blowjob -With Yarizo in your party spend action points to stay at an inn outside of the
main city, requires high lust

● Backstreet Scarecrow - Found in the Low-Tra�c Street
● Mischief on the Priestess's butt - Found in the Bar, needs solo Priestess, needs Yarizo bond level

1-2
● Fishy Energy Drink - Found in the Bar, needs solo Priestess, needs Yarizo bond level 1-2
● Amessage from your husband? 1 - Found in the Low-Tra�c Street at a heart towards the top of

the map, needs solo Priestess at night, needs Yarizo bond level 1-2
● Amessage from your husband? 2 - Same as above scene, accessible after seeing the first scene
● Bunnygirl Casino -Enter the Casino at the bottom left of the Red Light District, go into the door at

the top left and then enter the stall in the top left, interact with the toilet in order to retrieve
soiled panites, go back into the Casino and give them to the man in the bottom left in order to get
the bunnygirl outfit, then equip the Priestess with all 3 pieces and exchange a ticket from the
desk at the North of the Casino, then play the middle slot machine o� to the right, needs
Lust>Love

● Helping Other Adventurers - needs 50+ Lust, must have completed Strange Noises From The
Sewer Part 2, triggered in Adventurer’s Guild

● Yarizo University Event - Located in the University, text changes based on Yarizo relationship
level

● Beach Sexual Harassment - Located at the Beach, content appears to di�er depending on your
companion

● Priestess and the man that approaches her in the main square of the Capital, needs Love<50 &
Lust>150

● Yarizo Carriage, scene variations at Bond levels 1-2, 3, 4, and 5, take the carriage with Yarizo in
your party

● Yarizo x Priestess Strangling Sex, Stay at an Inn outside of the Capital with Yarizo in your Party
and Yarizo Bond level 5+ (Requires cheat god item to reach this bond level currently)

● Capital prison confessional room, to access go into the castle at the top of the main square of the
Capital, enter the Jail, and talk to the guard at the desk with the Priestess in your Party, requires
Lust = 100, 150, 200 (2, 3, 4) and Lust > Love, stage 1 has no sexual content

● Village Inn Price Negotiations -With Lust>150 and Lust>Love start negotiations with the Inn
Owner at a village outside of the Capital



● Port town erotic event squid fishing, requires lust=200 and lust>love, talk to NPCs with the
Priestess in the Port Town during free roam

● Port town free roam erotic event for Priestess x Yarizo, not explicitly stated anywhere but I
assume you needmax Yarizo Bond level and high lust



Netorase
============
At 110+ Love you can talk (A) to the Priestess and convince her to participate in more Netorase play, this is
necessary to view some scenes. Higher levels of love lead to more willingness and thus more scenes.

● Bath Events (Enter bath while together with the Priestess as the Male Protagonist 3 times)
● Exhibition in side street (Buymask from armor shop, 100g needed, go to Low Tra�c Street and

interact with the lamp post)
● Drinking in the Bar (Located in the Bar, di�erent scenes at 100, 120, and 140 love, viewing the

scene at 140+ love will show all scenes in sequence)
● Bar Fuck/Blowjob -While together with the Priestess eat any meal at the bar at night, choose the

Fuck option which requires lust 150+, then order her to suck o� the stranger that sits at your
table, requires 150+ Love

● Yarizo Fingering - Started at the heart icon over the table in your Inn room (You can also choose
to kill Yarizo during this scene)

● Yarizo Fingering Lecture - Viewable after seeing ‘Yarizo Fingering’, Started at the heart icon over
the table in your Inn room

● Yarizo Handjob - Started at the heart icon over the table in your Inn room
● Yarizo Cunninglingus - Started at the heart icon over the table in your Inn room
● Yarizo Peeping - Found in the Bathhouse
● Priestess and the man that approaches her in the main square of the Capital, needs Love=200 &

Lust>150, has a report scene in the Inn betweenMale Protagonist and the Priestess afterwards
● Netorase Yarizo Blowjob, scene variations at Bond level 2-3, and 4-5, started at the table in the

Capital Inn
● Cum Lovers Association, event triggered by talking to the guy standing at the top of the Low

Tra�c Street at night, requires Love>=Lust, currently has 2 stages
● Village Inn Price Negotiations -With Netorase turned on and Love>Lust start negotiations with

the Inn Owner at a village outside of the Capital

Combat
============

● If Male Protagonist is poisoned, then after completing a battle then the Priestess will ‘suck the
poison out of him’

● Goblin rape - Goblin will jump at Priestess during battle and start to molest her, if nothing is
done to get it o� her then it will rape her after a couple turns, Goblin will also try to blind the
Male Protagonist and then rape the Priestess while he tries to recover

● Lunatic rape - Lunatic will try to grope the Priestess during battle and start to molest her, if
nothing is done to get him o� her then he will rape her after a couple turns, Lunatic will also try
to put the Male Protagonist to sleep with a sleep potion and then rape the Priestess while he tries
to wake up

● Yarizo will sometimes harass The Priestess during combat by smelling her pussy while she is
casting a spell or on his turn he can ignore your orders and will either grope her, jerk o� on her,
or slap her ass. Yarizo will also fuck the Priestess if she is knocked out during combat. Some of
these harassment scenes require you to have a high enough relationship level with Yarizo. Some
of these actions will increase Yarizo’s relationship points.



Camping
============

● Talk - Dialogue, some changes based on Yarizo relationship value
● Make Love

○ With just the priestess in the party, you can ask her for a handjob in the Foreplay menu
○ In the “have sex” option you have hand-holding sex or doggy-style sex while inserting a

finger into her asshole.
○ If Netorase Allowance is high enough you can have the Priestess have sex with Yarizo

● If Potion Maker is in the party, you can have sex with Priestess in front of her
● Sleep - Stand guard

○ Male Protagonist
■ Sounds in tent (if Yarizo is in your party), below Yarizo relationship value 10

there is a surprise for you in the morning, at 10 Yarizo relationship value there is
a hidden sex scene, don’t think there are lust changes

■ Feet outside the tent (if Potion Maker is in your party), requires relationship level
5

○ Priestess
■ Reverse Rape - Lust 50+ and Yarizo not in the party
■ Cuddling with Potion Maker (if PM is in your party) and relationship level is 4
■ Footjob, blowjob, or anal sex at relationship level 5

○ Yarizo - If Yarizo is in your party
■ Thief - Yarizo rapes NPC thief, Priestess has some Yandere dialogue towards

Male Protagonist
■ Priestess is… - Di�erent dialogue and scenes based on Yarizo relationship and

lust
○ PotionMaker - If Potion Maker is in your party

■ Thigh job at relationship level 4

Bad Endings
============

● Lose to a Goblin (cave) - Defeat event when you lose a battle to a goblin, Priestess will get raped
and kidnapped afterward. You can either rescue her or view what happens to her as days pass at
the Fortune Teller, when you cannot view the fortune teller anymore (i.e black screen) there will
be a brutal end when you try to rescue the Priestess.

● Lose to a Lunatic (sewer) - Defeat event when you lose a battle to a Lunatic, the Priestess will get
raped and then kidnapped, afterwards the Male Protagonist will wake up alone in the town. You
can either rescue her or view what happens to her as days pass at the Fortune Teller. After a few
days the Priestess will begin to be raped everyday, after viewing her being raped at the Fortune
Teller she will lose 30 Love, after repeating this until her Love value reaches 0 you can depart the
city to rescue her and see the brutal end by entering the blue door at the north of the area.

● V0.30 Milk Quest - (New bad ending if you choose 2nd choice in all the dialogue options in this
quest)

● Lose to an Orc Pig - Losing to an Orc Pig will immediately trigger a brutal end, unlike the
previous combat defeat endings this one happens without giving the Male Protagonist a chance
to save the Priestess.

● Lose to a Pirate - In the Pirate dungeon accessed through the Port town





Misc
============

● Nobleman x Childhood Crush - Intro Scene
● Iris Recollection Event (Enter the bath as the Priestess and talk to Iris)
● Anal Slime (Walk into a trap in the Slime Pit inside the Sewer)
● Mysterious Lady Blowjob (Strange Noises From The Sewer quest, after defeating the ‘Unknown’

in the sewer, talk to the hobo outside the boss room)
● Adam’s Wife Blowjob (Part of the Secret Investigation quest)
● Iris Tentacle Harassment (Part of Strange Noises From The Sewer Part 2 quest, barely a scene)
● Sexual Harassment - At high Excitement Value the Priestess will randomly sexually harrass the

Male Protagonist while walking around town together
● Priestess Dildo Masturbation (ItemMenu)
● Yarizo x NPC - After reaching Yarizo bond level 2 go to the Low-Tra�c Street as solo Priestess

and interact with the Heart Icon at the top of the area in front of an alley entrance

Non H-Scenes
============

● Ice Cream Date - During the day purchase some ice cream from the stand outside the Bathhouse
● Confessional Booth - There is no H-scene yet, talk to the Priest standing outside the Castle who

asks the Priestess to work in the confessional booth in the Jail. You can then go into the Jail and
talk to the guard inside, afterwards go into the door to the right and enter the confessional booth,
there is some dialogue but that's it for now. [WIP] (Probable future erotic content)

● Inn Owner Uncle - There is no H-scene yet, talk to the Inn Owner as solo Priestess, then go back
to male Protagonist and use the A key to talk to the Priestess, next go solo Priestess and talk to
the Uncle once more. Mostly just dialogue right now, although you can see the maid outfit. [WIP]
(Probable future erotic content)



Special Items & Equipment
============

Weapon
● Omega Buster Sword - Instantly wins every battle, only obtainable if you select Fap di�culty

when starting a new game, you need to unequip this to see combat H-scenes

Shield
● Invincible Cheat Shield - Similar to the Omega Buster Sword but instead of instantly winning

battles this shield makes you unable to die allowing you to easily view combat H-scenes, this
shield is gained by selecting Fap di�culty when starting a new game, you then need to obtain it
by interacting with the wardrobe in your Inn room

Head
● Priestess’s Hat - Default, changes Standing Portrait when equipped
● Face Mask - Purchased in the armor shop, changes Standing Portrait when equipped, trigger

exposure event in the Low Tra�c Street at night when wearing
● Dancer’s Face Veil - Purchased in the armor shop, changes Standing Portrait when equipped,

trigger exposure event in the Low Tra�c Street at night when wearing

Costume
● Garb - Default, changes Standing Portrait when equipped
● Battle Garb - Found in a locked silver chest in the Church, up stairs behind priest and then up

stairs to the left, need a lockpick to open chest
● Bunny Suit - Enter the Casino at the bottom left of the Red Light District, go into the door at the

top left and then enter the stall in the top left, interact with the toilet in order to retrieve soiled
panites, go back into the Casino and give them to the man in the bottom left

Tights
● Body Tights - Default, changes Standing Portrait when equipped
● Thigh High Stockings - N/A in the current build, changes Standing Portrait when equipped

Underwear
● Micro Bikini - Purchased at the Port Town or by talking with green haired NPC on the Beach,

changes Standing Portrait when equipped
● High Cut Bodysuit - Purchased in the Sex Shop in the capital’s red district.

Items
● Death Potion - Suicide when used, purchased at the Potion Shop
● Lockpick - Used to open locks on doors and chests, purchased at the Potion Shop
● Aphrodisiac/Temperance Perfumes- Alters Excitement Value, purchased at the Adult Shop
● Camping Kit - Allows camping at camp sites, purchased at the Potion Shop
● Torch - Lights up dark areas, can also be used to kill slimes, purchased from various merchants,

can be activated in the itemmenu to turn it on/o� inside of dark environments
● Portable Cheat God- Allows you to alter love/lust stats, found in the wardrobe in your Inn room
● Empty Bottle - Can be filled with slime in the Slime Pit located in the Sewer by interacting with

the clover icon, purchased at the Potion Shop
● Dildo - Can be purchased in the Sex Shop, when used in the itemmenu the Priestess uses it to

masturbate



Levels/Stats/Sexual Experience
============
Stats a�ect your dice rolls throughout the game. Dice rolls are part of many di�erent events such as
combat, H-scenes, and various other encounters with NPC’s or objects on the map. Both the Male
Protagonist and the Priestess have Normal stats which are independent from each other and can be
leveled separately, however currently only the Male Protagonist has Sexual stats.

Currently known stats are:

Normal: (Can be increased with stat points, obtained by leveling up, by interacting with the Priest in the
Church)

● Strength - Physical Damage/Grope roll dice check
● Endurance - Physical Damage reduction andMax HP/Grope roll dice check
● Intelligence - Magic Damage (Fireball) andMaxMP
● Charisma - Bargain roll dice check
● Agility - Trap/avoid enemy skill/Finger fuck test roll dice check
● Faith - Miracle Damage (Healing)

Sexual: (Can be increased with sexual experience, obtained by having sex, by interacting with Santa in the
Red Light District)

● Cum Endurance - Helps the Male Protagonist resist cumming for longer, higher levels needed for
certain scenes

● Erotic Technique - Helps the Male Protagonist sexually pleasure women, higher levels needed for
certain scenes



Status Values
These are the commonly used status values in the game.

● Love - The amount of Love the Priestess has for the Male Protagonist, at 110+ you can talk to the
Priestess and “talk with her about your netorase desires” doing this will unlock more netorase
scenes, some scenes require higher levels of love.

● Exposure - How comfortable the Priestess is with exposing her body in public (doesn’t seem to
a�ect anything currently as Lust seems to change this, for now at least)

● Lust - How filled with Lust the Priestess is (At 150 lust the Priestess can remove her tights, at 200
she can remove all clothing, at 150 the Priestess can have NTR sex with certain NPCs)

● Excitement Value (MC) - How sexually excited the Male Protagonist is (To alter excitement value
use the red/blue potions that can be purchased from the Potion Shop)

● Excitement Value (Priestess) - How sexually excited the Priestess is (Higher values unlock sex
scenes, at 50+ the Priestess will wake up in the middle of the night after going to bed allowing her
to interact with the Male MC for sex scenes or other NPCs for NTR sex scenes if her Lust is high
enough, di�erent scenes available at 50+ and 100. To alter excitement value use the red/blue
potions that can be purchased from the Potion Shop, Excitement Value also goes up naturally
upon experiencing sexual events that do not have actual sex/orgasm i.e. flirting with the
Priestess or denying her sex when she asks for it)

● Masochist/Sadist (MC) - Obtained by selecting certain choices during dialogue/events, does not
currently have an e�ect on the game

● Insanity - Obtained by doing a variety of di�erent things, generally cheating on the Priestess or
choosing certain dialogue options, does not currently have an e�ect on the game



Locations & Notable NPCs
Map of City

City
● City Center

○ Guild - Accept/turn in quests, Guild Receptionist
○ Pub/Dancing Unicorn - Eat Meals, Learn Sword Skills
○ Church - Distribute Stat Points, Learn Miracles
○ Bathhouse - Clean Bukkake, Bath Lady

● Inn Street
○ Inn - Sleep, Private Room
○ Potion Shop - Buy Items, Potion Maker
○ Armor Shop - Buy Items

● Red Light District - Level Ero Stats
○ Fortune Teller Room - Fortune Teller
○ Sex Shop

● Low Tra�c Street

● Prison - Confessional

● University - LearnMagic

● City Exit
○ Sewer Entrance



City Sewer

● Sewer Entrance

● Sewer Cont. - [Through Northwest Gate]
○ Water Purification Room - Sewage Treatment Worker [East Door]

● Bridge Room - [North]
○ Slime Pit - Anal Slime Traps [West Door]
○ Jail Room - [East]

■ Hobo Camp Entrance - [Middle Cell, Through Hole in the Wall]

Village Close to Trading Route

● Inn

● Village Stroll

Travelers Road

Nearby Cave

● Secret Beach

● Goblin Nest Area

● Boat Ramp

Port Town

● Inn

● Town Stroll

Beach



Save Editing/File Decryption
These variables may not be accurate as the developer is changing things as the game continues to be
developed
============
If you are looking to just view the pictures or take a closer look at the game files you first need to decrypt
the RPGM game files using a tool that can be found in an f95 thread here along with instructions on how
to use it. Aside from looking through the files/pictures you can also use the System.rvdata2 file, found
towards the bottom of the Extract\Data folder, in the online save editor below to apply names to the
variables. Simply drag the System.rvdata2 file into the save editor as you would a save file before dragging
your actual save file into the editor and the variables will be named, they will unfortunately be in Japanese
but right clicking into the webpage will show you an option to “Translate into English”. This also works
for labeling items by dragging the Items.rvdata2, found towards the top of the Extract\Data folder, into
the editor the same way.

I use this online save editor for the RPGM games I want/need to cheat on, it is fully online so there is no
need to download anything and it is very intuitive and easy to use. All you need to do is upload the save
file you want to edit from any RPGM game, change the variables you want then download and replace
your save file, the only challenge is finding the correct variable, but if you know what the current number
of the variable you are trying to change is you can use Ctrl+f to help find it or look above to see how to
apply names to the variables. I highly recommend creating two di�erent saves and then editing only one,
just in case you accidentally break something, that being said I do not believe I have ever broken a game
with this save editor.

This f95 thread has some downloadable save editors.

Here are some of the more important variables:
Gold - Labeled at the top
Param Set #1 - Male Protagonist (This is where you change Exp/Levels)
Param Set #2 - Priestess

Variable#1 - Language, Set Value to 0 for Japanese and 1 for English
Variable#3 - Game di�culty
Variable#82 - Lust (Can now be altered in-game via Portable Cheat God)
Variable#83 - Love (Can now be altered in-game via Portable Cheat God)
Variable#84 - Netorase Allowance
Variable#172 -Male Protagonist Stat Points (Used to upgrade stats)
Variable#173 - Priestess Stat Points (Used to upgrade stats)
Variable#183 -Male Protagonist Insanity Stat Value
Variable#184 - Priestess Insanity Stat Value
Variable#197 - Cum Endurance
Variable#199 - Erotic Technique
Variable#204 - Yarizo Relationship Value
Variable#323 - Alignment
Variable#342 - Trauma from Goblin
Variable#403 - Anal Experience
Variable#442 - Sexual Experience (Used to upgrade sex skills)
Variable#456 -Masochistic
This f95 post has a more complete list of variables.

https://f95zone.to/threads/rpg-maker-unpacker.50/
http://www.saveeditonline.com/
https://f95zone.to/threads/rpg-maker-save-editors.51/
https://f95zone.to/threads/nymphomania-priestess-alpha-v0-26a-technobrake.44110/post-4728018


FAQ
● Game will not start - Ensure you have RPGM RTP files downloaded, this game requires the RPG

Maker VX Ace RTP which can be downloaded here. Next ensure you have changed your system
locale to Japanese or are using a Locale Emulator to do the same. Finally, if you are still having
problemsmake sure that your unzipping tool (winrar, 7zip, etc.) is set to unzip your files in
Japanese.

● When will the next update be out - The developer generally releases 1-2 updates a month but this
varies, you just have to wait and see. You can check the dev’s Twitter or Ci-en posts to try and
findmore information but be aware they are both in Japanese.

● When will the latest update be uploaded to f95zone -Whenever someone uploads it, please don’t
comment begging for the latest update.

● When will the latest update be translated into English - This generally takes around 1-2 weeks
after the Japanese version is released, the developer hires a professional translator but the
release date can vary based on the amount of new text added in the latest update.

● When will the game be finished -Whenever it is finished, there is no real estimated date.

● Blank text boxes - If you see text boxes or dialogue options that are blank this is most likely
because you are playing on the latest Japanese version that does not have an english translation,
for example if you are playing on version 0.25 but there is only a translation available for version
0.23 then starting a game with the english language option will show you english text for all the
content available up to version 0.23 and blank text boxes for all new 0.25 content.

● How do I enter the Dungeon Test - The Dungeon Test was removed in V0.32 so if you would like
to enter it you will need to download an earlier version of the game, v0.31 or sooner.

https://www.rpgmakerweb.com/run-time-package
https://pooi.moe/Locale-Emulator/
https://twitter.com/technobrake1
https://ci-en.jp/creator/926


Controls
============

● A - Interact with the Priestess (Remove a letter when in character namingmode)
● Q - Switch between Standing Portrait modes (Forward facing, Backward Facing, Removed)
● S - Clear chat log (Reset name to default in character namingmode)
● D - Close chat log (Generate a random name in character namingmode)
● Shift - Hide text window
● Ctrl - Skip Text
● Alt+Enter - Switch between fullscreen and windowed



Game News/Current Bugs/Patch Notes (v0.52)
============
News:

● Latest English update is currently v0.51
● Latest Japanese update is v0.52
● Story content is currently being ported to a newer version of the RPGM engine

Changelog (v0.52):
● Combat/Equipment systems revamped - Changes include UI, damage calculations, skills, and

unique weapon drops. Unique weapons have a chance to drop frommobs in the newly ported
Ruins 1 dungeon, a higher chance to drop from the Ruins 1 dungeon boss. The unique enemies
introduced in the last update in other dungeons also have a chance to drop weapons, however
they cannot currently drop unique weapons (I think)

● Porting of dungeon “Ruins 1”
● New dungeon “Orc Camp”
● Addition of 3 Orc Camp related side quests - Rescue villagers, Kill orcs, and Kill orc generals. The

quests can be accepted in the Titan Step city, they are listed at adventurer rank 3 but can
currently be accepted even at rank 1

● New Brutal ending “Orc End” - Lose to an Orc in the Orc Camp and the Priestess will be captured,
you can view her state at the Fortune Teller with unique events happening on the first 3 days and
a looping event from day 4 onwards, going to rescue the Priestess after the fourth day will lead to
a bad end. Rescuing the Priestess before the fourth day will not lead to a bad end.

Changelog (v0.51):
● New Quest - "Shadow of the Devil Approaching the Royal Capital" - Requires Adventurer Rank 1,

located in the Royal Capital. You are looking for the top female student in the magical academy,
the quest has two endings that will also a�ect future academy quests, only one of the endings has
an erotic scene. You can change the ending at the Fortune Teller

● New Quest - "Tekkaba!” - Requires Adventurer Rank 3, located in Titan Step. You are helping a
gal dwarf blacksmith

● New camping events - Set the Priestess to watch over the camp at night, has variations for no
companion, Potion Maker companion, and Yarizo companion, the Yarizo event requires bond
level 4 and also has a variation for bond level 5. The Yarizo event is currently limited to event test
mode

● Priestess x Male Protagonist - Walking with the Priestess - Located in the Royal Capital deserted
street, requires you to have done the first exhibitionist event (with the mask)

● Unique enemies have been added to dungeons, these enemies are stronger than usual but give
fame upon being defeated, after defeating them they will respawn stronger allowing you to gain
fame again but requiring you to defeat a more powerful enemy each time. (From the previous
porting update)

● New repeatable mission added - Cargo Transportation - Transport cargo from place A to place B
in order to gain fame/money, there is a chance for the quest to not have any disturbances occur or
there could be an event that happens along the way. (From the previous porting update)

● You can now reroll stats at the Fortune Teller. (From the previous porting update)

Changelog (v0.50b):
● Priestess x Male Protagonist - Reverse Rape -While camping without any followers have the

Priestess at 100 horniness and sleep without setting either character as a guard



● Priestess x Male Protagonist - Smell Cheating Check - After going out as solo Male Protagonist
return to the Capital Inn, requires Love 150+ and Lust 100+

● Priestess x Yarizo &Male Protagonist - 3P with Yarizo - Male Protagonist holds hands with the
Priestess while she is getting fucked by Yarizo, interact with the desk inside your room at the
Capital Inn

Changelog (v0.50a):
● Iris Event - Iris Bunnygirl Casino, requires Iris story to be progressed, go into the casino in the

Sin City and work as a bunnygirl while controlling Iris

Changelog (v0.50):
● New equipment and skills for Priestess and Potion Maker
● Priestess Event- Slum Church, available after finishing the related story quest
● Priestess x Yarizo - Yarizo Bond Lvl 3 Inn Event, stay at an inn outside the capital with Yarizo

Bond level at 3
● PotionMaker Event- 3 new events, Cum drinking, Masturbation, and Armpit licking/job, requires

Potion Maker bond Lvl 5
● Iris Bad End - 3 new Bad Ends for Iris, lose to a Rogue, Orc, or Minotaur
● Iris Lewd Crest - You can now level Iris’ Crest to level 5
● Succubus Expansion - Continuation of the character questline for the Succubus in the Red Light

District, includes 6 new erotic events, look for the Succubus around her home, the brothel , and
the Monastery during the day and night. Character quest ending will change depending on
whether or not you recommend someone to her at the entrance of the brothel once her bond level
reaches 4

● Side Character Ending Selection - You can change the ending of a side character by speaking to
the divination lady in the Red Light District, currently only available for the Succubus

Changelog (v0.49):
● Continuation of Main Story Quest “Poison Pink”
● New Dungeon “Blood Ruins”, accessible after completing the Poison Pink quest, found south of

the Titan Step town
● Capital Slums now accessible after progressing the story, to access go west of the Red Light

District in the Capital
● Priestess Netorase Event - Found in the new Capital Slums area after completing the Poison Pink

Quest

Changelog (v0.48):
● Main quest continued - “Poison Pink” Part 1, The Male Protagonist and the Priestess are back to

gathering information on the Gnoll Drug dealers, like the previous time in the Sewers with the
Hobo you can choose to how to gather this information, this leads to 2 potential sex scenes with
the Priestess. Note you can only see one of the scenes so save in advance if you want to see both

● New area added to the Titan Step Town - Slums, the location where the majority of the above
quest takes place

● Male Protagonist x Prostitute - New Prostitute in the slums that the Male Protagonist can
interact with

● Iris Beauty SalonMassage Stages 1,2,3 - Located in the basement of the hotel Iris is staying in,
needs Iris’s quest to have reached stage 3

Changelog (v0.47):



● Iris Gokkun - Found in the hotel lounge in the Titan Step town while playing as Iris
● Iris Sexual Harassment - 6 harassment events have been added around the Titan Step town while

playing as Iris, each time a harassment event occurs Iris gets some Dirty Crest Exp and
Excitement Value

Changelog (v0.46):
● Priestess x Yarizo - A solo Priestess go into your Inn room at the Capital and interact with the

heart at the bottom of the room, has di�erent events for Yarizo bond levels 2-5, to view them all
use the Cheat God item to enter Event Test mode

Changelog (v0.45):
● Iris - Battle System implemented, tabs in upper left are HP, Arousal, Enemy Distance, and

Number of enemies. Iris loses HP by taking damage, using mana, or masturbating due to her lewd
crest. Read this article for further explanation on battle mechanics, but it seems fairly
straightforward. System likely to change/expand in the near future

● Iris - New dungeon, progress Iris’ story to the 4th stage of the "Muma's Dream" quest to unlock,
located outside of the free city (next update will push back unlock to the 5th stage of the "Muma's
Dream" quest). Dev Note: Sleep before going into the dungeon to recover HP/MP

● Iris - Goblin Bad Ending - As Iris lose to a goblin in the new dungeon

Changelog (v0.44):
● Priestess Netorase - Titan Step Cuckold Lovers Association, while together with the Priestess talk

to two guys in the Wilderness Town, if Lust>Love additional content will happen after the scene
● Iris - Story continuation

Changelog (v0.43):
● New Iris story quest, halfway complete, started in the Inn at Sin CIty, need to have completed the

TItan Step quest and the previous Iris quest to start
● New Leon & Iris story, flashback sequence starring Leon and Iris, dev recommends doing this

before the new Iris quest
● New Ending, features Iris, started at the Mara church. Not a lot of details on this so idk what it

entails or the process, apparently it is a happy ending tho

Changelog (v0.42):
● New area - Titan Steps region, includes new city, dungeons, equipment, quests, etc. Start the

“Titan Step” story quest to access, you need to have completed most if not all of the previous
main quests to begin

● Level Cap raised from 5 to 8
● The story at the end of ver 0.41 had been rewritten but is still focused on Iris going to that “Sin

City”
● Camping Sex Scene -Male Protagonist x Priestess, Anal fingering? (not sure)
● Yarizo Camping Sex Scene - Tent silhouette sex, includes animation, requires Yarizo Bond level

3+
● Yarizo Camping Sex Scene -Mating press(?), requires Yarizo Bond level 3+
● Yarizo Camping Sex Scene - Netorase request at camp (might be a rework of the old dungeon test

netorase camp scene? I thought he already did that tho so idk), requires Yarizo Bond level 3+
● A key menu Yarizo x Priestess sex - Netorase request, uses 1 AP, requires 180+ love and Yarizo

Bond level 3+

https://ci-en.dlsite.com/creator/926/article/755865


● PotionMaker Shop Event - Bond Level 5 Release Event, started during the Titan Step quest at the
new town, split the party and have PM follow you (she is the Inn), then you head to the Alchemist
Association (the first building in the left when you enter town) and talk to the old man with an !
on him, PMwill leave the party and head back to the capital and this will unlock her new shop
events

● PotionMaker Shop Event - Thighs and Thighs
● PotionMaker Shop Event - Blowjob while reading a book
● PotionMaker Camping Sex Scene - PMwith legs sticking out of tent
● PotionMaker Camping Sex Scene - Cuckqueen silhouette blowjob, includes animation
● PotionMaker Maid Cafe - Located in the new town
● PotionMaker Photography(?) - Located in the new town

Changelog (v0.41 - Alpha R15):
● Male Protagonist x Priestess - Solo Male Protagonist, return to the inn at night and sometimes

the Priestess will be sleeping in your bed, you have sex with her or masturbate while she is
sleeping. The Priestess will only appear in the room sometimes, if you want to force it you can
exit and re-enter until she shows up

● Priestess Prostitution RLD - Talk to NPCs in the Red Light District (outside the Brothel) as solo
Priestess, variations for Love(150?)>Lust and Lust=200

● Priestess Prostitution Bar - Same as above but in the Bar
● Yarizo x Priestess - Added Bond Level 4&5 variations to the event where Yarizo saves the

Priestess from drowning at the beach
● Succubus Cont. - Seems to be a continuation of the Succubus quest chain from the previous

update, apparently you can go to her house after completing the previous events and raising her
friendship

● Return of the Gloryhole Event - Talk to the Cat-person in the Red Light District and they will
invite you to a gloryhole, this event has been around for a long time but it is now apparently
expanded. If you pass the sexual endurance check there will now be further content

● Ending Implemented - You can now actually use the ending button in your room at the Inn,
afterwards there will be a sex scene and a pregnancy check, passing the check leads to an ending.
This takes you to the title screen so make sure you save before activating it

Changelog (v0.41 - Alpha R14):
● Male Protagonist x Priestess - Sex while praying at the church, triggered in the church at night
● Priestess “Dark Game” Sex - Honestly not 100% sure what this one is about, apparently you can

trigger it in the conversation menu (A key) and it can lead to a sex scene
● 2 new PotionMaker scenes - Thigh crushing and face sitting, both triggered in her shop, needs

level 4 bond
● Succubus Blowjob - Seems to be a mini event chain that can be started by finding the succubus

staring at kids in front of the monastery (the newmap)
● Newmap "Royal capital-Citizen's district-in front of the monastery"

Changelog (v0.41 - Alpha R13):
● Brothel Event - Private Dance, requires solo Priestess, talk to the man in the upper left of the

dance room in the Brothel, if Priestess’ excitement value is 50+ there will be another stage to the
event.

● Brothel Event - Common Room Prostitution, requires solo Priestess, Lust>100, and Lust>Love.
Events found in the common room, if Priestess’ excitement value is 50+ there will be another
stage to the event.



● Brothel Event - Common Room Prostitution Yarizo version. Same requirements as above, also
requires Yarizo Bond Level 3+, there are additional scenes/stages for Yarizo Bond Level 4 and 5.

● For the above scenes there is a probability that the Male Protagonist will walk by during the event
which leads to another small scene

● Brothel Event - VIP Room Prostitution, requires solo Priestess, Lust>150, and Lust>Love. Found
in the VIP room (not sure if there is a variation for excitement 50+)

Changelog (v0.41 - Alpha R12):
● You can now have the Priestess work in the Brothel. You can initiate this in two ways, the NTR

path (Lust 50+ solo Priestess) or NTS path (Love 100+Male Protagonist asks the Priestess to
work at the Brothel). I believe for either option you do this at the Brothel’s front desk, there is no
di�erence in future events with regards to which path you choose. This also gives you the Dancer
Outfit for the Priestess

● Brothel Event - Priestess dances on stage, can lead to a private dance. Found at the event circle
next to the Brothel stage

● Brothel Event - General room nomination, Priestess is requested to work at the Brothel in a
normal room. Found in the request room in the Brothel

● Brothel Event - VIP room nomination, Priestess is requested to work at the Brothel in the VIP
room. Found in the request room in the Brothel

Changelog (v0.41 - Alpha R11):
● Brothel added to the Red Light District, I believe it is the far left building, currently can only enter

as solo male protagonist, has a pole dancing scene and gives you the ability to hire female brothel
NPCs to fuck, also has a VIP room but it currently does not do anything

● New appearance options added to female NPCs, includes clothing, hairstyles, and sex positions

Changelog (v0.41 - Alpha R10):
● PotionMaker Camp Lap Pillow - PotionMaker x Male Protagonist, have Potion Maker stand

guard
● PotionMaker Camp Voyeurism - PotionMaker watches Male Protagonist have sex with the

Priestess, not sure how to trigger, maybe the make love camp option
● Male Protagonist x Priestess - Enter Casino Bathroom, requires Priestess to have the bunny suit

on and Love>50
● Male Protagonist x Potion Maker - As solo Male Protagonist enter the Potion Maker’s shop at

night and invite her on a date, requires bond level 4+
● Yarizo x Priestess - Located in the Casino, 3 stages added to the original event corresponding to

bond levels 3-5, later levels currently require you to be in event test mode
● Yarizo x Priestess - Located in the public toilets at the Port Town or Village by the Trading Route,

3 stages added to the original event corresponding to bond levels 3-5, later levels currently
require you to be in event test mode, split the party and enter a public toilet as the Priestess with
Yarizo

● New quest "Werewolf Subjugation" - Started at the Village by the Trading Route inside the Inn
above the quest board for a red haired NPC

● New Brutal ending - Lose to the werewolf during the above quest, immediate bad end

Changelog (v0.41 - Alpha R9):
● 2 new dungeons
● 1 new Port Town event - when in the Port Town split the party up and you can find an ice cream

seller, you need Potion Maker with you to activate the event



Changelog (v0.41 - Alpha R8):
● Yarizo Battle Sexual harassment - 3 new events, Dick over eyes, Dick rubbing, and Asshole

expansion, requires bond level 3, requires Priestess’ sexual excitement<100
● Yarizo Battle Sex Events - 3 new events, Mating Press, I-shaped balance sex, and Breast massage

sex, requires bond level 3, requires Priestess’ sexual excitement>=100
● Yarizo Dungeon Event Circle - Ass rubbing
● Yarizo increases Priestess’ sexual excitement by +1 if bond level is 3
● New dungeon "Forgotten Cave", hidden dungeon (Hint: warehouse basement), return of the

goblin rider (on a human female) and the rescuer system (Nomention of the Hospitaler or
whatever she was called tho)

Changelog (v0.41 - Alpha R7):
● Port town free roam events, inn located on the far left of the port town, 1 for Male Protagonist x

Priestess, 1 for Male Protagonist x Yarizo, and 1 for Priestess x Potion Maker, no erotic events for
these

● Port town free roam erotic event for Male Protagonist x Potion Maker, requires Potion Maker
relationship events to be fully completed

● Port town free roam erotic event for Priestess x Yarizo, not explicitly stated anywhere but I
assume you needmax Yarizo Bond level and high lust

● Port town erotic event squid fishing, requires lust=200 and lust>love, talk to NPCs with the
Priestess in the Port Town during free roam

● New dungeon "Pirate Ship", access through the small boat to the far right of the Port town
● Quests "Pirate Subjugation" and "Pirate Captain Subjugation" added to the Port town, New

enemies "Pirate" and "Pirate Captain" (Recommended rank 2 level 3)
● New Priestess capture event, lose to Pirates, you can then check on the Priestess through the

fortune teller at the Capital, failure to save the Priestess will lead to a bad end

Changelog (v0.41 - Alpha R6):
● Yarizo bond level 3 erotic event, requires max level Yarizo bond level 2, sleep at an inn outside the

Capital with Yarizo in your party to activate
● Camp Event – PriestessxYarizo, requires Yarizo bond level 3, requires Yarizo in party while

camping, requires Male Protagonist standing watch at night
● Camp Event – PriestessxYarizo, requires Yarizo bond level 3, requires Yarizo in party while

camping, requires Priestess standing watch at night
● Camp Event – PriestessxYarizo, requires Yarizo bond level 3, requires Yarizo in party while

camping, requires Yarizo standing watch at night
● The old Dungeon Test PriestessxYarizo tent scene can now be viewed using the event test mode
● Changed camping rules for Yarizo, at bond level 1 Yarizo always keeps watch at night, at level 2

Yarizo is not allowed to sleep in the tent, at level 3 Yarizo can now sleep in the tent

Changelog (v0.41 - Alpha R5):
● PotionMaker Shop Event 1 - Needs relationship level 4, accessed in Potion Maker’s shop
● PotionMaker Shop Event 2 - Needs relationship level 4, accessed in Potion Maker’s shop
● PotionMaker Camp Footjob - Have Potion Maker as a follower and go camp in the wilderness,

requires you to have previously viewed the PM footjob scene in her shop
● PotionMaker Camp Blowjob - Have Potion Maker as a follower and go camp in the wilderness,

requires you to have previously viewed the PM blowjob scene in her shop



● PotionMaker Camp Event - Have Potion Maker as a follower and go camp in the wilderness,
requires you to have previously viewed the new shop events above

● PotionMaker Quest Gathering Materials (2) - Accessed in Potion Maker’s shop, requires you to
have done the previous gathering materials quest, requires bond level 2+, seems to be the non
cheat way to increase bond level

● Reorganized the Potion Maker's shopmenu

Changelog (v0.41 - Alpha R4):
● You can now walk around as a solo character at locations outside the Capital, for now only in the

Village on a trade route
● When going solo outside the Capital you can come across your party members in the town and

then choose to act together, di�erent combinations of characters will lead to di�erences in
events

● Reputation and Erotic Reputation are added at each base, mostly just framework for now but in
the future Reputation will a�ect things like limited quests and discounts and Erotic Reputation
will a�ect how perversely the villagers will react towards you and your party members

● Inns outside of the Capital now have an actual building you can walk around in
● You can now negotiate prices at inns outside of the Capital, this is either real negotiation based

on charm dice rolls or whoring out your party members, just the priestess for now I believe
● Netorase/Netorare event when negotiating prices to stay at an inn outside of the Capital, if

netorase is on and Love>Lust you can ask the Priestess to sleep with the Inn Owner to reduce the
price of your stay, if Lust>150 and Lust>Love the Priestess will ask you to leave “negotiations” to
her when first selecting the option

● Winning a battle with Yarizo in the party will give a +1 to Yarizo erosion status, basically a way to
raise Yarizo relationship without the cheat tool

● Changed how dice roll events are judged, from status value D6 => 2d6 + status value (same as
combat)

● Added image to Dark Elf NPC xMale Protagonist Sex scene
● 4 events added to the Village on a trade route, these events di�er depending on howmany and

which characters you have in your party or current group
○ Village on the trade route Small event "Milking"
○ Village on the trade route Small event "Night ranch"
○ Village on the trade route Small event "Traveling merchant"
○ Village on the trade route Small event "Supper at the inn", di�erent events with 1, 2, and

3 people but there are apparently ‘special events’ for each combination of 2 people

Changelog (v0.41 - Alpha R3):
● Male Protagonist x Priestess Strangling Sex, accessed through the Flirt Menu in your Inn room
● Yarizo x Priestess Netorare Strangling Sex, Stay at an Inn outside of the Capital with Yarizo in

your Party and Yarizo Bond level 5+ (Requires cheat god item to reach this bond level currently)
● Capital prison confessional room event Stages 2-4 added, to access go into the castle at the top of

the main square of the Capital, enter the Jail, and talk to the guard at the desk with the Priestess
in your Party, requires Lust = 100, 150, 200 (2, 3, 4) and Lust > Love

● Cum Lovers Association Stage 2 added, Netorase event triggered by talking to the guy standing at
the top of the Low Tra�c Street at night, requires Love>=Lust

Changelog (v0.41 - Alpha R2):
● Netorase Yarizo Blowjob, scene variations at Bond level 2-3, and 4-5, started at the table in the

Capital Inn



● Netorare Yarizo Carriage, added scene variations at Bond levels 3, 4, and 5, take the carriage with
Yarizo in your party

● New dungeon trap “sea anemone” found in the cove cave, use sensing potion to find/avoid,
a�ects both Potion Maker and Priestess

● PotionMaker blowjob, needs bond level 4, activated at Potion Maker’s shop
● PotionMaker pee drinking, needs bond level 4, activated at Potion Maker’s shop, she drinks Male

Protagonist’s urine
● PotionMaker is now a�ected by the Anal Slime trap found in the Sewer
● Bug Fixes

Changelog (v0.41 - Alpha R1):
● 1 event added between the Priestess and the man that approaches her in the main square of the

Capital, has 2 di�erent routes depending on love/lust stats, Netorase - Love=200 & Lust>150,
Netorare - Love<50 & Lust>150. The Netorase version has a report scene in the Inn betweenMale
Protagonist and the Priestess afterwards.

Changelog (v0.41a):
● NewMain Quest Progression - This includes newmain quests for the Main characters as well as a

series of quests for Iris. There is also a new City andmany new characters.
● True Route/Bad Route - In the newMain Questline (Chapter 3) your choices will set a flag

determining whether Chapter 4 will follow Route A/B (True/Bad). There is apparently no
changing this so make sure you save before starting the Chapter 3 quests

● New City - Sin City is a newmajor city like the Capital and will be the focus of the upcoming
content

● Character Image Modding - Apparently you can replace the game file images with another image
of the same name to change the Priestess' hair, clothes, facial expressions, etc. This only a�ects
standing images and not any CGs, also there is currently no system for this but the dev may add
one later on.

Changelog (v0.40 Dash):
● Relationship Event for the Potion Maker at her shop, 2 parts, needs Potion Maker Bond Level 4+
● PotionMaker events when spending the night at an inn outside of the royal capital, need to have

Potion Maker with you obviously.
● PotionMaker Dungeon event, need to have Potion Maker as a companion in the Dungeon

Changelog (v0.40d):
● New Yarizo Dungeon Circle Event - While having Yarizo as a companion interact with one of the

dungeon event circles. Appears to be a netorare event with text changes based on Yarizo
relationship level

● New Yarizo Netorare Event - Located in the University, text changes based on Yarizo relationship
level

● PotionMaker Camp Scene - Have Potion Maker as your companion and camp outside of town, go
to bed and have the Priestess stand watch at night

● Beach Sexual Harassment Event - Located at the Beach, content appears to di�er depending on
your companion

● New Cheat God Item Function - Looks like it is some form of debugmode that allows you to
watch the di�erent versions of scenes that have conditional changes, for example the two new
scenes above change depending on Yarizo relationship so this should let you watch all the
versions



Changelog (v0.40b):
● PotionMaker is now available as a follower, youmust be a two star adventurer and have a bond

level of 3+ with the Potion Maker in order to recruit her
● PotionMaker appears to be able to mix potions with various e�ects during combat in order to

support the Male Protagonist, she also follows your orders and does not harass the Priestess like
Yarizo, Potion Maker can also be sexually harassed by enemies during combat similarly to the
Priestess. Overall she is basically another Priestess.

● PotionMaker comes with her own circle events in dungeons as well as a camp event (currently 3
circle and 1 camp event)

Changelog (v0.40):
● Expansion of the Main Story, Chapter 2 is now finished
● 5 new PotionMaker events for Bond Level 3.
● 5 new Yarizo Harassment events, 1 at the Village close to the Trading Route, 1 at any Inn outside

of the main city, and 3 at the Beach.
● Stages 3-5 of the "Lend the Priestess to Other Adventurers" event added, it is now completed.
● NewMale ProtagonistxNPC Netori side quest: Based around the Male Protagonist sleeping with

an NPC’s wife, if I understand correctly the event varies based on your sexual stats
(endurance/technique) (This is the event that won the contest that has been going on for a few
months)

● New outfits for female NPCs. Includes a few new pieces of clothing with some color variations as
well as the addition of used condoms in various places in their clothing. Also added a standing
portrait for the Barbarian woman (armwrestling) in the Pub.

● Added new enemies to the game, these new enemies do not currently have in-combat H-scenes
yet. Slime enemies (from the Dungeon Test) have been readded to the game, I believe the Slime
Sensitivity thing (or whatever it was called) is also implemented, this raises the Priestess’
sensitivity andmakes her love getting attacked by slimes in a similar way to how the Goblin
trauma works. I believe it can be removed with a ‘quiet perfume’.

● New area in the Sewers (B2F), this appears to be the introduction of the Gnoll camp (those two
things fromwhen you controlled Leon and Iris during a main quest).

● New erotic event in The Sewers B2F. Texts changes to depict Netorare/Netorase depending on the
Priestess's Lust/Love stats. (Requires 200 in one or the other)

● 3 New weapons are now available for purchase at the Blacksmith's shop. (Long Sword, Dagger,
and Great Sword)

● The player can now increase their Erotic Endurance and Erotic Technique with the Cheat God
item.

Changelog (v0.39):
● New Yarizo Party Mechanic - When Yarizo is in your party and you have reached bond level 2+ the

Priestess will slowly gain excitement.
● New Netorase event line based around lending out the Priestess to other adventurers, currently 2

parts, needs 50+ Lust, triggered in Adventurer’s Guild (?)
● New Flirt menu scene - Have the Priestess drink your pee
● NewMale Mc x NPC scene -As solo Male Protagonist go to the Casino and you can receive a

blowjob and have sex with the bunnygirl closest to the slot machines if you give her 50 tickets (I
believe you need to have high enough sexual endurance to last through the blowjob and then you
can proceed to sex)



● Dungeon Circle Events (random / follower / unique) have returned, these are the colored circles
from the dungeon test that give you a random event from a list based on their color, new unique
dungeon event in the Sewers (located in the iron lattice room(?) in the underground sewage)

● 2 new traps added to the goblin dungeon (?), they both appear to be a smoke screen type trap, at
least one of which leads to an ntr event with Yarizo

Changelog (v0.38):
● New story content following Leon and Iris after completing the prior main quest
● Hospitaler is introduced to the main game
● New Yarizo Netorase event - Cunninglingus, unlocked after the fingering scene at the desk in

your inn room
● New building ‘Casino’ has been added - I believe it is the far left building in the Red Light District
● Casino Netorare event - While the Priestess is wearing the Bunny Girl suit play the slots at the

Casino
● Two sexual harassment events added in the Casino
● New costume pieces for the Priestess - Bunny Girl suit, Bunny Girl ears, and Fishnet stockings,

obtained by speaking to an old man in the Casino and giving him some used stockings that are
obtained from the Potion Maker.

● If the protagonist’s sanity is too low, you are blocked from entering the Casino.

Changelog (v0.37):
● If the Priestess has a lust value of 50+ then you can access some Flirt Menu scenes outdoors in the

back alleys around the Capital
● New Flirt Menu scene - Slime lotion blowjob, requires a bottle of slime which can be acquired by

purchasing an empty bottle from the Potion Maker and filling it up with slime in the Sewer
● New Flirt Menu scene - Back alley sex, can be seen by opening the Flirt menu in a back alley in the

Captial if Lust is 50+
● New Yarizo scene - Yarizo has sex with an unnamed female NPC in the Low Tra�c Street,

requires Yarizo Bond level 2 and solo Priestess

Changelog (v0.365): [The broken hand update]
● 3 new PotionMaker events (for bond level 2)

Changelog (v0.36):
● 1 new Yarizo Netorare event, Yarizo’s Bond level can now be increased to level 2, to raise the Bond

level get Yarizo’s friendship points to the maximum of level 1 (50 points) and then an event will
unlock that will activate when you camp and the Male Protagonist takes watch while the Priestess
and Yarizo sleep.

● 2 new events for Potion Maker after reaching level 2 bond, access by talking to the Potion Maker
● 1 new Netorare event, if you have cleared Chapter 2, a drunken adventurer will appear at the

tavern in the capital at night. If Lust=200 and Love<=199, somethingmay happen after taking
him to the room. Apparently if you have the secret NTRmode on, something special happens to
this event as well.

● The cheat tool now has an option to increase the friendship points for Yarizo and the Potion
Maker, doing this will increase the friendship points to the maximum of the current bond level,
i.e. using this while at Yarizo bond level 1 will increase his friendship points to 50 and you can
then proceed to the event that increases his bond level, afterwards if you use the cheat again you
will increase his friendship points to the maximum of bond level 2 and be ready to increase the
bond level to 3 after it is implemented.



Changelog (v0.35):
● Story quest added, unlocked after completing the Orc Pig Subjugation quest (2 new erotic

graphics included)
● 3 new H-scenes added (2 Flirt menu scenes [Foot Licking and Armpit job] and 1 scene when

eating a meal with the Priestess at the Bar [Footjob, requires masochist value of 1+])
● Priestess body check expanded to include Feet and Armpits, also supports bukkake
● Battle Screen UI changes (Now shows additional information at the top of the screen, including

things like HP/MP, and Fatigue. Still a work in progress)
● Various bug fixes

Changelog (v0.34):
● 2 new Bar scenes, ‘Mischief on the Priestess’s butt’ and ‘Fishy energy drink’ (Semen

drinking/Gokkun). Both appear to involve Yarizo and thus are either Netorare or Netorase
● 2 new Bathhouse scenes, ‘Bukkake on the Priestess's clothes’ and ‘Yarizo peeping’ Again both

appear to involve Yarizo and thus are either Netorare or Netorase
● 2 new Low-Tra�c Street scenes, ‘Backstreet Scarecrow’ and ‘Message from your husband? 1’

Again both appear to involve Yarizo and thus are either Netorare or Netorase, there is also
apparently a ‘Message from your husband? 2’ but it is not currently viewable so I am not sure
why it was mentioned

● 1 new Inn Room scene, ‘Yarizo Fingering Lecture’ becomes available after viewing the first Yarizo
fingering scene found in the Inn Room, this one is Netorase probably

● 2 new Flirt menu scenes, ‘Anal Licking’ and ‘Breast Massage’

Changelog (v0.33):
● Story quest "Orc Pig Subjugation" - received in Adventurer’s Guild after the Promotion Exam
● New enemy “Orc Pig” - An Orc who has been cursed by a shaman to look like a pig, looks ugly,

rapes the Priestess, has a new brutal ending
● New Side quest (erotic) "Aiming for a great witch"
● New Side quest (normal) "Wolf subjugation" - Just for money
● New Yarizo Netorase event - Located in the Inn, the Priestess gives Yarizo a handjob while

talking about howmuch she loves the Male Protagonist
● The Priestess may now learn the “Dirty Crab Crotch Dance” from the Dungeon Test in the main

game - The Priestess andMale Protagonist go to the Red Light District together to learn the
dance, the dance now increases the lust tokens from the new combat system

● New Recollection Room - Accessed by the drawers in your Inn room, only some events are
currently viewable

● Torches can be used in the itemmenu in order to turn them on/o� inside of dark dungeons,
torches are consumed after a certain amount of steps on normal/hard di�culty

● Action Points are now consumed over time bymoving in the dungeon
● Bug fixes - Youmay need to make a new save for the bugs to be fixed properly

Changelog (v0.32):
● The equipped costume for the Priestess is now reflected in many of the standing portraits in/out

of combat, this is still a WIP and there may be bugs or images not properly rendered yet
● Added 2 new skills in the game. One for the Male Protagonist to learn in the Tavern (Dancing

Unicorn), and one for The Priestess at Church. Existing skills have also been slightly reworked
due to combat system changes



● Added an "Invincible Cheat Shield" in your inn room if you have selected Fap di�culty, makes
you unable to die but allows you to see in combat sexual harassment

● Added new dynamic and random sexual harassment events between Yarizo and The Priestess
during combat.

● Combat system entirely revamped, still in the process of being changed
○ Changed how combat commands with followers work, the sequence of combat now goes

Male Protagonist -> The Priestess -> Your Follower -> Enemy. This means each
character in your party gets an individual command rather than everything happening on
the Male Protagonist’s turn. Followers may not listen to your commands, this is based on
relationship value but some followers, like Yarizo, will simply do whatever they want
regardless

○ Enemy targeting has been changed for both damage and sexual harassment. Targeting
now works based on tokens, for damage there are ‘Hate Tokens’ that will increase on
each character based on the actions they take, the character with the most hate tokens is
the one that will be targeted for enemy attacks. For sexual harassment there are ‘Horny
Tokens’ that will be added at the begining of the enemy turn, these tokens can reach a
maximum of 10 with each increasing the chance the enemy will target your female party
members for sexual harrasment until reaching 100% at 10 tokens.

○ Changes in equipment, equipment will now have requirements based on various factors
such as type and stat requirements, not meeting these criteria will reduce weapon
e�ectiveness

○ Changes in how damage/defense is processed, damage dealt is now calculated based on a
dice roll, based on your weapon and stats, to determine howmuch damage is dealt which
is then subtracted by the armor value of the target. There are also weapon accuracy and
dodge chances. You can now only defend with a shield equipped

○ Fatigue is now actually relevant and reachingmax fatigue will lead to attribute penalties
and female characters being unable to resist if sexually harassed. Fatigue is now also
gained during combat based on the actions you take instead of just when you use skills

Changelog (v0.31):
● Quests and Gifts that raise relationship level have been implemented, gifts are purchased in the

Sex Shop
● Relationship level overhaul, now relationships with characters have five levels and they can be

raised by Gifts or doing certain Quests, Potion Maker currently only has scenes for relationship
level 1

● 4 new PotionMaker events, 4 new graphics, and 1 new relationship level have been added
● Yarizo Netorase event, if you have talked to the Priestess about your Netorase desires and have

Yarizo in your party you can ask to watch an netorase event between the Priestess and Yarizo,
Yarizo currently only has scenes available for relationship level 1, located at the heart over the
table in your Inn room

● Yarizo sexual harassment event, located in the Slime Pit inside the Sewers, have the Priestess
step into a trap in the Slime Pit with Yarizo in your party

● Simple version of Erotic Stat viewing, you can now finally see your erotic stats in game, although
it is still a work in progress

● Fatigue recovery items can be purchased at the bar, basically just drinks that restore fatigue,
future drunk events planned but not yet implemented

Changelog (v0.30):
● Story expansion - Talk to Leon in the Port Town to continue the promotion exam



● New character - The Voice (one of the three great wizards, a dwarf with huge tits), also another
new character that is some kind of dark knight

● Implementation of follower system - Characters can now be taken with you out on adventures,
only Yarizo is currently implemented

● New quest - Additional quest for the cowmilking uncle in the small village close to the trading
route

● New costume - Cow Bikini for the Priestess, received from new cowmilking quest
● Human NPC costumes added - Random human NPCs with a standing Portrait will now have a

random costume on top of their random features
● Yarizo is implemented in the main story - After saving Yarizo once you enter the Port Town for

the first time you can have him join your party as a follower with the new follower system. Most
of the YarizoxPriestess content seems to have been transferred over from the Dungeon Test and
there also appear to be a few new netorare scenes as well.

Changelog (v0.28):
● Adult shop added to the Red Light District (Can purchase various items, must complete

pantyhose quest to enter)
● New costume "High Leg Bodysuit" added (Purchased in Adult Shop)
● Dildo masturbation added (Purchase Dildo in Adult Shop, use Itemmenu to access)
● Flirt menu scene "Dogeza" added
● Flirt menu scene "Hugging cowgirl" added
● Paizuri+Blowjob scene at the Bar (Needs Lust>150 and Love>150, sit down for a meal to view, can

be done onMale Protagonist or netorase)
● Random female NPCs around town (Random Standing Portraits)



Dungeon Test - Removed From Game
Can now be found here as a standalone game.
============
Enter the Dungeon Test by interacting with the wardrobe in your Inn room. You can change settings and
stat values with the bookstand to the right after entering. To see most scenes change the Netorase
Allowance to 999.

If you interact with the Dancer, next to the nun at the entrance, the Priestess can learn the crab dance
which she can use to tempt enemies to rape her during combat, this works on all goblins but seems to
work all the time on normal goblins and only infrequently on rider goblins.

Interacting with the Nun will let you change the Priestess’s Goblin Trauma value which at high levels
makes the Priestess react negatively when encountering a goblin, I think there are three di�erent
reactions? The Priestess becomes heroic, The Priestess cowers in fear, or The Priestess does the Crab
Dance to seduce the goblin, this is based on the trauma level and lust value, all of these make the Priestess
unable to be commanded by the male Protagonist. The Priestess can also naturally gain trauma by being
raped by goblins.

● Scenes change based on the Priestess' lust value, I believe there are only two levels so you can see
all the scenes by having 999 lust and 0 lust.

● Scenes also change based on Yarizo relationship value, there are generally 2-4 di�erent scenes
per Yarizo event so you should play through with 0, 6, 8, and 10 to see them all.

Event Circles
============
Blue:
Male Protagonist:

● Strange Mushroom
○ Male Protagonist eats it - Blowjob, chance to heal Male Protagonist instead
○ Priestess eats it - Kiss then Blowjob

● Poisoned Adventurer - If Netorase Allowance is high enough you can tell the Priestess to suck the
poison out, di�erent dialogue at 0 lust and 999 lust

● Humid Cave - Dialogue, some Yandere depending on choices

Yarizo: (Don’t think there are any Lust Value changes here.)
● Big Booty Priestess - Dialogue, NTR Tease at Yarizo relationship value 10
● How’s it goin’ Miss Priestess? - Dialogue, NTR Fingering scene at Yarizo relationship value 6

Yellow:
● Goblin Gangrape Event (As Priestess)

https://f95zone.to/threads/nymphomania-priestess-dungeon-v1-0-technobrake.94006/


Camping
============

● Talk - Dialogue, some changes based on relationship value, don’t think there are any lust
changes

● Make Love - If Netorase Allowance is high enough you can have the Priestess have sex with
Yarizo, don’t think there are any changes based on lust or realationship values

● Sleep - Stand guard
○ Male Protagonist

■ Sounds in tent, below Yarizo relationship value 10 there is a surprise for you in
the morning, at 10 Yarizo relationship value there is a hidden sex scene, don’t
think there are lust changes

○ Priestess
■ Reverse Rape - Lust 50+ and Yarizo not in the party

○ Yarizo
■ Thief - Yarizo rapes NPC thief, Priestess has some Yandere dialogue towards

Male Protagonist
■ Priestess is… - Di�erent dialogue and scenes based on Yarizo relationship and

lust

Hole Trap
============
If you fall into a hole and Yarizo is with you there will be a scene, changes at relationship values, don’t
think there are any lust changes.

Yarizo NTR During Combat
============
Upon entering the trap(4th) area there will be a sparkle that you can interact with to the left, if you
change the follower request probability then Yarizo will call the Priestess for ‘help’ during combat. There
are di�erent scenes based on relationship value, I don’t think lust changes anything. You can see what is
happening during the battle with pixel sex behind your character and after the battle is over you can view
the scene.

If you turn on Secret NTRmode at the sparkle you will not be able to see the pixel sex or the scene
afterwards, you will only be able to hear the Priestess’ moans in the battle text.

Goblin Loss Event
============
If you lose a battle to Goblins the Priestess gets raped and then captured, afterwards you get sent to a
roomwith a magic ball where you can skip days and see what happens to the Priestess in captivity, you
can also see the brutal end. After viewing the scenes you can re-enter the dungeon by choosing to save
the Priestess.



Slime Event
============
When battling the slime it crawls over the Priestess andmakes her super sensitive??? Not really sure what
the slime thing is supposed to do…

Ogre Boss
Room is currently buggy and entering may cause your game to crash
============
During battle, the boss will pounce on Kohaku if the meat shield is killed. If not blocked, the Priestess will
be grabbed and start getting raped after a few turns, each turn being raped will cause the Priestess to lose
HP, when her HP reaches 0 there will be a brutal end scene.

Dungeon Test - Status Values
============

● High Netorase Allowance allows the Priestess to participate in NTR events such as giving a
poisoned adventurer a blowjob or having sex with Yarizo in front of the Male Protagonist while
camping.

● When Lust is over 150, the Priestess will be able to remove her tights. When Lust is over 200, she
can remove all clothes. Di�erent lust values also change dialogue/images during H-scenes.

● When Goblin Trauma is over 100 and Lust is under 100 - Upon entering combat with a goblin the
Priestess remembers when she was raped and becomes Heroic or Fearful (Can be commanded as
usual or cowers in fear making her unable to be commanded)

● When Goblin Trauma is over 100 and Lust is over 100 - Upon entering combat with a goblin the
Priestess remembers when she was raped and has strong desire to be fucked, she will seduce the
goblin by doing the crab dance

● Yarizo Event Progression - Higher Values change event dialogues/results as the Priestess
becomes more willing to cheat on the Male Protagonist with Yarizo


